January 19, 2017

Alta Vista Subsidiary Pioneer Aerial Surveys Signs First Contract

Alta Vista Ventures Ltd. (UAV-CSE) reports that its wholly owned subsidiary Pioneer Aerial Surveys has landed the first commercial deployment for its proprietary UAV-MAG™ survey system. The UAV-MAG™ is one of the first Unmanned Aerial Vehicle systems that is capable of conducting airborne magnetic surveys.

“This first contract is an important milestone for Pioneer Aerial Surveys as it has only been a matter of weeks since the purchase of the equipment. This demonstrates the pending demand for the UAV-MAG™ system and survey services”, stated Jason Springett, president of Alta Vista Ventures.

The use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle’s, or drones, has dramatically increased over the past year and expectations are for considerable expansion within the mining and exploration industry. Pioneer Aerial Surveys’ proprietary UAV-MAG™ survey system is technology that continues to increase the limits and capabilities of remote sensing in the mining and exploration industry and provides an economical solution for high quality surveys. Aeromagnetic surveys are typically a significant expense so the cost effectiveness of UAV-MAG™ is a large selling feature.

“There has been tremendous interest in this new technology. Pioneer Aerial Surveys has also submitted quotes for two other jobs. We are very encouraged by the inquiries received to date,” said Jason Springett.

About Alta Vista Ventures:

With the Company’s wholly owned subsidiaries - Pioneer Aerial Surveys and High Eye Aerial Imaging - Alta Vista Ventures is implementing our vision to develop business activity across the rapidly ascending Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Industry.
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For additional information on Alta Vista Ventures please contact Mr. Don Shaxon, CEO, at 289-697-8625
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